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Abstract
Purpose – Recently, the popularity of store brands has resulted in some manufacturer brands being removed
from shelves. The current literature lacks empirical work on the effect of manufacturer brand erosion on
consumer assortment perception and repatronage intention. Based on signalling theory, the purpose of this
paper is to manufacturer brands play a signalling role and contend that manufacturer brand erosion has
detrimental effects on the assortment perception due to reduced signalling efficacy.
Design/methodology/approach – A 3 (low manufacturer brand erosion vs high manufacturer brand
erosion vs manufacturer brand dominance) ×2 (assortment size: small vs large) between-subject experiment
was conducted.
Findings – Manufacturer brand erosion exerts a negative effect on assortment attractiveness and consumers’
repatronage intention; the greater the erosion, the larger the negative effect. These negative effects are mediated
by reduced consumer perceptions of assortment quality and variety. A large (vs small) assortment size
attenuates the negative effect of manufacturer brand erosion by improving perceived assortment quality.
Practical implications – To engage in strategic positioning through efficient assortment management,
retailers should cooperate with brand manufacturers, instead of promoting their own private labels.
Nevertheless, a large assortment dominated by store brands signals that the retailer has built a strong private
brand, which in turn gains a differentiation advantage.
Originality/value – This paper is among the first to take the signalling perspective and explicitly investigate
whether and how manufacturer brand erosion exerts a significant impact on assortment perception.
Keywords Store brand, Repatronage intention, Assortment quality, Assortment variety,
Manufacturer band erosion
Paper type Research paper

1. Introduction
Consumer decision making has been described as a hierarchical process in which consumers
select an assortment and then select an option from the chosen assortment (Boyd and Bahn,
2009; Hong et al., 2016). Although understanding both aspects of this process is important,
failure to effectively manage the first step – consumer preference for a given assortment – canAsia Pacific Journal of Marketing
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be disastrous for retailers (Briesch et al., 2009; Boyd and Bahn, 2009). Perceptions of
an assortment are largely shaped by its quality, price and brands; they determine a retailer’s
market position and image (Mantrala et al., 2009; Gao and Simonson, 2016) and are associated
with consumers’ purchases and satisfaction with a store (e.g. Spassova and Isen, 2013;
Hong et al., 2016).

The proliferation of retailer-owned store brands (or private labels) that compete directly
with manufacturer brands (national brands) has radically changed the face of supermarket
assortments (Szymanowski and Gijsbrechts, 2012; Peng Tan and Cadeaux, 2012). In 2017, the
market share of store brands in supermarkets increased in 12 out of 19 countries surveyed,
and it now stands at 30 per cent or above in 17 countries (in particular, more than 40 per cent
in the UK, Germany, Belgium and Portugal) (PLMA, 2018). Retailers now offer up to four tiers
under their private labels in a single product category, and provide a range of price and
quality alternatives to consumers (Olbrich et al., 2017; Geyskens and Steenkamp, 2014). This
development in retailer strategy has considerably escalated the penetration of store brands in
product-category assortments (Steenkamp et al., 2010; Geyskens and Steenkamp, 2014). Store
brands now have the potential to match manufacturer brands on every attribute level, and
several studies have demonstrated that multi-tier strategies have improved retailer
performance and profitability (Diehl et al., 2015; Palmeira and Thomas, 2011; Geyskens and
Steenkamp, 2014). For instance, Coelho do Vale et al. (2016) demonstrate that the brand
image, consumer trust, quality and price competitiveness of store-brand products drives the
store-brand loyalty, which in turn foster store loyalty. Also, Fornari et al. (2016) consolidate the
change in consumers’ increasing preference for store brands, and demonstrate that a
large price gap between manufacturer brands and store brands leads to the switching of
market share from the former towards the latter.

Nonetheless, consumers have reported anger and fear about the erosion of manufacturer
brand choice in supermarkets (Dalley and Sheftalovich, 2012; Greenblat, 2011). For instance,
Walmart experimented with a reduced assortment structure, with only one top manufacturer
brand and their own store brand in a specific category, and faced a backlash from customers
(Dass and Kumar, 2012). Moreover, the indirect effects of store-brand growth, particularly
the negative impact on primary producers and employment, have gained media attention
(e.g. Fyfe and Millar, 2012). In addition, while in the grocery retail environments, retailers
overall wield more power over manufacturers (Chimhundu et al., 2015), manufacturer brands
remain important for store traffic (Ngobo, 2011). These seemingly conflicting consequences of
manufacturer brand erosion demand formal investigation.

We propose that manufacturer brands have a salient signalling effect. Consequently,
manufacturer brand erosion reduces consumer assortment perception and repatronage
intention, due to a reduced signalling effect. All else being equal, manufacturer brands have
greater credibility, as they have a greater marketing-mix consistency over time and greater
brand investment (Erdem et al., 2006). Moreover, because effective signals must be
differentially costly and observable (Connelly et al., 2011), manufacturer brand erosion
hampers consumers’ perception of differential cost and observability, and thus harms
perceived assortment quality and perceived assortment variety, respectively. Although a
number of studies have focused on how assortment brand composition shapes consumer
assortment perception, little research has explicitly investigated the sophisticated trade-off
between manufacturer brands and store brands in retail assortment management. For
instance, Lourenço and Gijsbrechts (2013) show that the introduction of manufacturer
brands contributes to a more favourable perception of hard-discounters. Consumers show a
preference for manufacturer brands over store brands when they are aware (Rossi et al.,
2015) or when their self-concept involves high brand engagement (Liu et al., 2018). However,
Ngobo (2011) reveals that increasing the share of the store-brand encourages consumers to
switch from manufacturer brands to the store brand. To reconcile these mixed findings, we
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adopt a signalling perspective to investigate whether and how manufacturer brand erosion
exerts a significant impact on assortment perception. Furthermore, we demonstrate a
significant moderation effect of assortment size, suggesting that a strong retailer may make
use of large assortments dominated by store brands after removing manufacturer brands
from the shelf. Generally, the effects of manufacturer brand erosion disclosed by this paper
suggest that retailers have an incentive to cooperate with manufacturer brands, instead of
promoting their own private labels. From a retailer perspective, our managerial implications
provide practical guidelines for assortment management and store-brand strategies,
revealing their dependence on manufacturer brands. In addition, retailers need to carefully
consider the trade-off between reducing the size of assortments for cost-efficiency reasons
and enlarging them to signal high assortment quality. For manufacturers, this study can
guide future supply chain integration and marketing strategies.

In the following sections, we first provide a brief review of the literature on retailing
assortment management and the competition between manufacturer brands and store brands.
We then present our research framework and hypotheses based on signalling theory, and
empirically examine them through a scenario-based experiment using a sample of 521 shoppers.
Lastly, we discuss the findings, their theoretical and managerial implications and directions for
future research.

2. Literature review and hypothesis development
2.1 Retailing assortment management
Retailing assortment affects consumers’ store choice decisions, and has been shown to be
the third most important criterion after location convenience and low prices (Briesch et al.,
2009). Assortment planning is a key component of the marketing mix and represents a
strategic positioning tool for customer acquisition and retention (Bauer et al., 2012).
Assortment strategies play a significant role in attracting consumers (Tan and Cadeaux,
2011; Beneke et al., 2013) and cultivating customer loyalty (Bahng and Kincade, 2014).
Consumers choose one assortment over another because they perceive it to have more
benefits (Beneke et al., 2013). Thus, assortment decisions determine a retailer’s market
position and image (e.g. Chimhundu et al., 2015; Mantrala et al., 2009), heavily influence a
retailer’s sales and profits and are crucial for long-term success (Bahng and Kincade, 2014;
Bauer et al., 2012).

Regardless of strategic or operational challenges, consumers expect retailers to offer the
right mix of products at the right price, right time and right place with the right promotions.
However, what constitutes “the right mix of products” or a “good assortment” from the
consumer perspective is often unclear to retailers, and little is known about how consumers
form perceptions of an assortment in the grocery category (Bauer et al., 2012). The most
important assortment decisions that determine a retailer’s marketing position and image
include assortment compositions, size and depth, pricing and presentation (Mantrala et al.,
2009). In terms of size and depth, the current literature shows that larger assortments have the
capacity to make consumers value products more (Mathmann et al., 2017) and aid them in
achieving decision-making certainty (Boyd and Bahn, 2009). Retailers should be cautious to
increase assortment depth by line extension for more store brand or manufacturer brand
products, because ill-developed extension may backfire (Lourenço and Gijsbrechts, 2013;
Hökelekli et al., 2017). Moreover, engaging in item reduction by dropping low-selling items does
not necessarily affect customers’ assortment perceptions, and may even increase consumers’
satisfaction when they are unfamiliar with the product category (Beneke et al., 2013; Bauer
et al., 2012). Nevertheless, large assortments carry both benefits and costs for consumers, which
do not change commensurately as assortments grow larger (Beneke et al., 2013). Consumer
satisfaction and consumption increases when the assortment size increases up to a point, but
decreases after that point (i.e. an inverted U-shape) (e.g. Reutskaja and Hogarth, 2009).
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Pricing policies play an important role. Listing NBs that are not category leaders at
prices too far above its private labels deteriorates the hard discount’s favourable value
positioning (Lourenço and Gijsbrechts, 2013). A large price gap leads to the switching of
market share from store brands towards manufacturer brands (Fornari et al., 2016).
Assortment presentation also matters. For instance, horizontal (vs vertical) display
increases perceived assortment variety and ultimately leads to more variety being chosen
and easier choice task (Deng et al., 2016). Also, the display proximity to other assortments
with greater variety can retrain the purchase of the focal assortment (Hong et al., 2016).

Assortment composition, which is the most pertinent to our study, has been most
researched. For instance, compared with the substitute-based assortment organisation, the
complement-based assortment organisation enhances consumers’ perceived effort but
meanwhile increases the assortment attractiveness (Diehl et al., 2015). Meanwhile, in recent
decades, the growing penetration of store brands and their role in the manufacturer–distributor
and distributor–consumer relationship has markedly affected retailer distribution strategies
(Rubio et al., 2017). The increasing popularity of store brands has resulted in the removal of
some manufacturer brands from shelves, which is known as manufacturer brand erosion.
However, the current literature has not achieved consensus about the effect of manufacturer
brand erosion. For example, Ngobo (2011) demonstrates that increasing a store’s private-label
share relative to the market average switches consumers from the national brand to the store
brands. However, Olbrich et al. (2017) show that extending the range of private labels and
reducing that of national brands does not lead to greater category performance. Also, Rossi
et al. (2015) evidence that the effect may not be straightforward; when confronting store brands
vs manufacturer brands, consumers prefer the former when unaware of manufacturer brands
but the latter when well informed. To reconcile the inconsistent discussions in the current
literature, we explicitly articulate the negative effects of manufacturer brand erosion on
assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention and disclose the mediating effect of
perceived assortment variety and perceived assortment quality.

2.2 Trade-off between manufacturer brands and store brands
Product assortment planning entails a series of trade-offs, in which retailers must consider
consumer perceptions and preferences, their own supply-side constraints and external
environmental factors, such as economic conditions and competitors’ strategies (Mantrala et al.,
2009). Notably, store brands in the consumer packaged goods industry have experienced a
major global surge in availability and market share in recent years (Mantrala et al., 2009),
emerging as fierce competitors of manufacturer brands (Lamey et al., 2012). Crucial decisions as
to “what is sold and how” are made by large retailers, and the proliferation of store brands
facilitates this shift (Hökelekli et al., 2017). Indeed, exclusive store brands help differentiate
stores from other retailers. By contributing to retailer differentiation and increasing the store’s
image, store brands foster customers’ store loyalty (Coelho do Vale et al., 2016). This claim has
received extensive empirical support (Lamey et al., 2012; Yan et al., 2019), and is associated with
increased manufacturer brand erosion.

However, although store brands play several strategic roles such as enhancing overall store
performance, building store traffic and retailing customer loyalty (Peng Tan and Cadeaux,
2012), it is important for retailers to examine whether there is an optimal mix of store brands
and manufacturer brands in each category to best meet the needs of shoppers (Ngobo, 2011). As
Bandyopadhyay et al. (2009) contend, retailers do not possess all the tools to develop an optimal
retail strategy, and manufacturers of name brands have information and expertise that retailers
lack. Manufacturer brands are financially strong enough to create substantial brand equity by
means of long-term advertising campaigns and strong product performance. Manufacturer
brands, which are associated with high quality, also benefit retailers by establishing and
augmenting the store’s image. Indeed, while the lower prices of store-brand items are likely to
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attract customers, many consumers have more confidence in the quality of manufacturer
brands and are reluctant to switch to store brands. Thus, although store brands play important
strategic roles (Peng Tan and Cadeaux, 2012), manufacturer brands remain important for store
traffic (Ngobo, 2011). Retailers may, therefore, allow considerable freedom to a dominant
manufacturer brand to set its own pricing and promotion policies (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2009).
An interdependence between manufacturer brands and store brands persists in many retail
environments, notwithstanding their fight for market share and associated revenues.

2.3 Effect of manufacturer brand erosion
We propose that manufacturer brands have a salient signalling effect. Consequently,
manufacturer brand erosion weakens consumer assortment perception due to a reduced
signalling effect. Signalling theory is fundamentally concerned with reducing information
asymmetry when two parties (individuals or organisations) have access to different information
(Spence, 2002). It has been used extensively in marketing as a framework for understanding
how two parties (e.g. a buyer and seller) address limited or hidden information in precontractual
(prepurchase) contexts to diminish adverse selection (Ahlers et al., 2015; Steigenberger and
Wilhelm, 2018; Li et al., 2017; Connelly et al., 2011). A signal is a cue that a seller can use “to
convey information credibly about unobservable product quality to the buyer” (Rao et al., 1999).
In particular, the sender must choose whether and how to communicate (or signal) information
and the receiver must choose how to interpret the signal (Connelly et al., 2011). Commonly
used signals include brands (Fischer et al., 2010; Eckert et al., 2012), advertising (Modig et al.,
2014), price (Dutta, 2012) and warranties (Li et al., 2019). A firm can use various marketing-mix
elements to signal product quality (e.g. charging a high price, offering a warranty, or
distributing products through certain channels). However, what sets brands apart from
individual marketing-mix elements as credible signals is that they embody the cumulative effect
of prior marketing-mix strategies and activities (Erdem et al., 2006).

As a signal, a manufacturer brand can reduce perceived risk by offering a credible and
consistent symbol of product quality (Erdem et al., 2006). Compared with store brands,
manufacturer brands facilitate consumers’ category-level assortment perceptions due to
stronger brand familiarity (Fischer et al., 2010). Because of the differences in manufacturing
costs and marketing efforts (e.g. product innovation, advertising, promotion or packaging),
consumers perceive a quality gap between manufacturer brands and store brands (Steenkamp
et al., 2010). Manufacturer brands are typically positioned as premium products (Steenkamp
et al., 2010) via national promotional campaigns that tout the quality of the components or
construction (Liu et al., 2018). Over time, consumers form attitudinal links to previous
experiences with the aid of brand names. This brand attachment is responsible for the strength
of the relationships that develop between consumers and manufacturer brands (Whan Park
et al., 2010). It is also responsible for consumer willingness to pay a premium for manufacturer
brand products. Over time, brand attachment is solidified and diffused throughout families,
and ultimately shapes assortment expectations (Diehl and Poynor, 2010; Perez et al., 2010).
Additionally, the marketing effort initiated by manufacturer brands, such as featured
promotion in the exclusive retailing stores, can benefit the retailers in terms of consumer
switching from the rival stores and category expansion (Guyt and Gijsbrechts, 2014).

Therefore, although store brands have recently gained greater leverage over manufacturer
brands, we propose that the presence of manufacturer brands within an assortment exerts a
signalling effect on consumers’ category assortment perception. We, therefore, hypothesise
that manufacturer brand erosion reduces this signalling effect, and thus harms consumers’
perception of assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention:

H1. Manufacturer brand erosion negatively influences consumers’ perception of
assortment attractiveness (a) and repatronage intention (b).
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2.4 Mediating effects of perceived assortment quality
Consumer quality perceptions of manufacturer brands and store brands have been shown to
influence consumer choice (Liu et al., 2018). According to signalling theory, effective signals
must be differentially costly and observable (Connelly et al., 2011). This differential cost is
the most important property of signals, because some signallers are in a better position than
others to absorb the associated costs. As Dimoka et al. (2012) argue, it should be more costly
for a bad seller to transmit a signal (a phenomenon known as “separating equilibrium”), and
it must be more costly for bad products than good products to transmit a signal (known as
“single-crossing property”). All else being equal, the credibility of a brand has been shown to
be greater for brands with greater marketing-mix consistency over time and greater brand
investment (Erdem et al., 2006). Brand investment means the resources that firms spend on
brands to assure consumers that brand promises will be kept and demonstrate long-term
commitment to the brand (Erdem et al., 2006). If a firm has not invested in brand-building
activities, its ability to use the brand name signal will be adversely affected.

Thus, we postulate that, due to the differential cost in signalling quality between
manufacturer brands and store brands, manufacturer brand erosion weakens the signalling
efficacy of manufacturer brands and decreases consumers’ perception of assortment quality.
Removing manufacturer brands from the category assortment and leaving store-brand
items to dominate the shelf harms consumers’ perception of assortment quality. By contrast,
by stocking manufacturer brands, the retailer sends a signal of high quality to the market,
which facilitates consumers’ heuristic processing in forming their perception of category
assortment. Although the perceived quality gap between manufacturer brands and store
brands has recently narrowed, it is still a hurdle for retailers when trying to strengthen
assortment perception and achieve optimal retailing strategies (Gázquez-Abad et al., 2017;
Bandyopadhyay et al., 2009). Consumers perceive store brands to be lower-quality options
than competing manufacturer brands (Olbrich et al., 2017), and are reluctant to choose store
brands because of social acceptance considerations (Gázquez-Abad et al., 2017). These
considerations lead consumers to show greater willingness to pay more for manufacturer
brands (Steenkamp et al., 2010).

Therefore, we propose that the detrimental effect of manufacturer brand erosion on
assortment perception is mediated by consumers’ perceived assortment quality:

H2. Perceived assortment quality mediates the negative effect of manufacturer brand
erosion on perceived assortment attractiveness (a) and repatronage intention (b).

2.5 Mediating effect of perceived assortment variety
In the signalling theory framework, observability is another important characteristic of
efficacious signalling. According to Connelly et al. (2011), observability is the extent to
which buyers are able to notice a particular signal and reduce their information search and
processing costs. If the signal cannot readily be observed, it is difficult to use it to
communicate effectively with receivers. For instance, Ramaswami et al. (2010) argue that
signal observability or visibility, which describes the noteworthiness or salience of a signal
in a given context, determines where/when a signal will in fact be strong and influential. By
the same token, the low observability of manufacturer brands hampers their signalling
efficacy if store brands dominate the whole category. In spite of their divergent profit
objectives, both manufacturers and retailers are increasingly realising that their profit
margins can be increased through cooperation rather than confrontation (Bandyopadhyay
et al., 2009). The best positioning strategy for a store brand may depend on how it competes
with manufacturer brands and on the quality of its products. Most retailers still need
manufacturer brands to differentiate themselves from competitors (Coelho do Vale et al.,
2016). Otherwise, customers move to competing stores when it appears that the retailer
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favours its own brands over manufacturer brands (Ngobo, 2011). Thus, compared with
manufacturer brand erosion, the dominance of manufacturer brands enhances assortment
variety perception.

At the same time, variety perceptions play a critical role in how assortments are evaluated.
Consumers are attracted to varied assortments and research has found that the enhanced
perceived variety results in larger consideration sets that eventually lead to larger choice sets
(when quantity purchased is not limited) or to more unique items chosen (when choice set sizes
are limited) (Deng et al., 2016). Consumers form assortment variety perceptions based on a
number of factors specifically related to the category, such as the number of items within the
category and their (dis-)similarity, the distribution of attribute levels across the category
assortment and the category’s external layout (Bauer et al., 2012). The assortment reduction
literature provides evidence that consumers form category-specific assortment variety
perceptions. Consumers’ variety perceptions are not solely determined by the number of SKUs
offered in a specific category (Deng et al., 2016). Rather, consumers form assortment variety
perceptions based on how distinct product variants are on key attributes. Offering products
that represent various combinations of brands, flavours, package sizes and quality not only
enhances consumers’ chance of finding the right product but also provides them with desirable
flexibility (Bauer et al., 2012). Thus, we believe that reducing or totally removing manufacturer
brands from the assortment can harm consumers’ perception of assortment variety:

H3. Perceived assortment variety mediates the negative effect of manufacturer brand
erosion on perceived assortment attractiveness (a) and repatronage intention (b).

2.6 The moderating role of assortment size
We further propose a moderating role of assortment size on the effect of manufacturer brand
erosion. As we have contended, manufacturer brand erosion harms consumers’ assortment
perception by decreasing perceived assortment quality. Due to the differential cost of
signalling, manufacturer brands (vs store brands) provide more credible signals to reduce
information uncertainty concerning quality. Manufacturers invest more heavily in
manufacturing and marketing efforts (e.g. product innovation, advertising, promotion
and packaging), so that consumers perceive a greater quality gap between brands
(Steenkamp et al., 2010). Large assortments have been found to increase the ease of choice
task, satisfaction and confidence (Deng et al., 2016), product valuation (Mathmann et al.,
2017) and the ease of making comparisons among options (Gao and Simonson, 2016;
Spassova and Isen, 2013). In the context of manufacturer brand erosion, a large assortment
indicates that the retailer devotes substantial effort to developing its product portfolio.
Retailers of strong private-label brands can earn a differentiation advantage and thus build
store loyalty (Coelho do Vale et al., 2016). According to the differential cost and observability
of signalling, a large (vs small) assortment signals a higher level of assortment quality and
variety. Therefore, we propose that a large assortment attenuates the negative effect of
manufacturer brand erosion by improving perceived assortment quality and perceived
assortment variety among consumers:

H4. Assortment size positively moderates the mediation effect of perceived assortment
quality and perceived assortment variety; that is, it attenuates the negative effect of
manufacturer brand erosion on perceived assortment quality (a) and perceived
assortment variety (b).

3. Methodology
A scenario-based experiment was conducted to test the proposed conceptual model in Figure 1.
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3.1 Stimulus and measurement
In the experiment, participants were instructed to imagine themselves on a routine grocery
shopping trip to a major supermarket chain store called Rowlands during which they intended
to purchase a number of everyday household products. Participants were told that Rowlands
was one of a few nearby supermarkets offering a wide variety of everyday goods. They were
also told that Rowlands stocks both name brands (also sold by other supermarkets in the area),
and their own store brand (exclusively sold in their supermarkets). Package sizes were set to
the same size, 450 ml.

We manipulated the levels of manufacturer brand erosion and assortment size via verbal
descriptions and visual images. Consistent with other similar studies (Bezawada and Pauwels,
2013; Nenycz-Thiel and Romaniuk, 2012), we chose salad dressing as the experimental
stimulus, which is a very popular grocery category with many different brands (including
manufacturer brands and store brands). We manipulated different levels of manufacturer
brand erosion by setting different proportions of manufacturer brands (1/3, 2/3 or 100 per cent)
within the assortment. We manipulated the assortment size, with three products for the small
assortment and six products for the large assortment. The manipulation levels of the factors
and justification for their manipulation in the experimental design are presented in Table I.

After reading the scenario and being exposed to the stimulus, the participants’ perceptions
of assortment attractiveness, repatronage intention, assortment variety and assortment quality
were measured with single-item or multiple-item scales. Participant demographic
characteristics were elicited at the end for sample profiling purposes. We measured the

Assortment size
Perceived
assortment

quality

Perceived
assortment

attractiveness

Repatronage
intention

H4b

Manufacturer
brand erosion

Perceived
assortment

variety

H1a

H2b

H2a

H1b
H3a

H3b

H4a

Figure 1.
The proposed

conceptual model

Manipulated
variables Manipulation levels Justification

Manufacture
brand erosion

High manufacturer brand erosion –
1/3 are manufacturer brands
Low manufacturer brand erosion –
2/3 are manufacturer brands
Manufacturer brand dominance −
100% are manufacturer brands

The levels of manufacturer brand erosion are
executed by setting different ratios of manufacturer
brand items to store brand items according to current
levels (see high level ratio) and distinct expert
forecasting of furture assortment composition
(Steiner, 2004)

Assortment
size

Low – 3 products and 2 flavour
varieties in assortment
High – 6 products and 6 flavour
varieties in assortment

Product reduction in a grocery category of
50% or more has been verified to impact the
variety perceptions of consumers (Oppewal and
Koelemeijer, 2005). Research has also shown
that the number of flavours available can serve
as a signal of variety to consumers (Kahn and
Wansink, 2004)

Table I.
Justification of

experimental stimuli
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participants’ perception of assortment attractiveness by means of a frequently used single-item
Likert scale that ranged from 1 (very unattractive) to 7 (very attractive) (Boyd and Bahn, 2009).
We captured the participants’ repatronage intention using a three-item scale developed by
Hui et al. (2004) (the Cronbach’s α is 0.90). We gauged the participants’ perception of assortment
quality with a single item ranging from 1 (very low quality) to 7 (very high quality). We also
adopted a three-item scale to measure perceived assortment variety (the Cronbach’s α is 0.91).
Two items require participants to assess the assortment variety of salad dressing, which
ranged from 1 (very little variety) to 7 (a great deal of variety) and 1 (very little diversity) to 7
(a great deal of diversity). The third item, “The assortment of salad dressing is not varied at all”
to “is extremely varied”, was developed especially for the purpose of this study.

3.2 Pretest
We conducted a pretest using an online survey to determine appropriate variable
manipulation levels and to assess the response rates, timing and comprehension of the
experiment stimuli. in total, 100 participants were randomly recruited from Research Now
SSI, an online research agency registered in Australia and recognised as a leader in market
research. A short questionnaire elicited the subjects’ perception of the category’s features
and their behavioural intentions. Based on the pretest, we refined the instrument to ensure
that the measures were accurate, recordable and user-friendly. Data analysis of the pretest
results uncovered some participant confusion due to the level of scenario complexity and
information overload. Participant inattention to particular measures was also revealed in
some instances. As a result, several changes were made to generate the final survey
instrument. Visual product information was softened to better harmonise with the online
distribution format and enhance efficacy. Question numbering and flow were also tailored to
improve respondent attention. These alterations were implemented before the final
instrument was distributed online.

3.3 Main experiment and analysis results
We conducted a 3 (low manufacturer brand erosion vs high manufacturer brand erosion
vs manufacturer brand dominance) ×2 (assortment size: small vs large) full factorial
between-subject experiment. Participants were recruited again from Research Now SSI
(the pretest participants were excluded) and randomly assigned to one of the six conditions.
The sample comprised shoppers across major metropolitan areas in Australia who had
shopped for salad dressing within the preceding six months. A total of 521 participants
completed the experimental tasks. The sample included slightly more males than females
(52.8 per cent). Over a third (37 per cent) of the participants had attained a college
education or above; 37.5 per cent reported a household income exceeding $55,000. Over half
(56.4 per cent) of the participants were between 34 and 65 years of age. The sample
composition is representative of the national (Australian) population.

We hypothesised that manufacturer brand erosion hurts consumer perceptions of
assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention, which is mediated by their negative
effect on customers’ perception of assortment variety and assortment quality. Table II

Manufacturer brand
dominance

Low manufacturer brand
erosion

High manufacturer
brand erosion

Assortment attractiveness 5.707 (0.801) 5.424 (0.841) 5.082 (0.832)
Repatronage intention 5.267 (0.801) 4.86 (0.841) 4.64 (0.832)
Perceived assortment quality 5.464 (0.771) 4.953 (0.978) 4.506 (0.899)
Perceived assortment variety 5.464 (0.771) 4.953 (0.972) 4.494 (0.885)

Table II.
The statistical
summary of the focal
variables
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provides a statistical summary (mean and standard deviation in parentheses) of the focal
variables. It reveals that consumers’ perception of assortment attractiveness, repatronage
intention, assortment quality and assortment variety are highest in the manufacturer brand
dominance condition, and lowest in the high manufacturer brand erosion condition.

The ANOVA results show the significant effects of manufacturer brand erosion on the
assortment attractiveness (F(2, 518)¼ 25.22, p¼ 0.00), repatronage intention (F(2, 518)¼ 25.22,
p¼ 0.00), perceived variety (F(2, 518)¼ 53.63, p¼ 0.00), and perceived quality (F(2, 518)¼ 51.62,
p¼ 0.00). The planned contrast analyses in Figure 2 further reveal that manufacturer brand
erosion hurts consumers’ perceived variety and quality for the assortment and reduces
assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention; the larger extent the erosion, the more
negative the effects are.

To test our hypotheses, we used multiple regressions. Because we had three levels of
manufacturer brand erosion, we used two dummies, with “manufacturer brand dominance” as
the control group (i.e. when the two dummies both equal 0). Thus, the resulting estimation
coefficients indicate, compared with the manufacturer brand dominance situation, whether
and how low (or high) manufacturer brand erosion influences consumers’ perception of the
assortments and their repatronage intention. The results of the model estimations are
presented in Table III. Manufacturer brand erosion hurts assortment attractiveness and
consumers’ repatronage intention; the higher the erosion, the more it does so. Both low and
high manufacturer brand erosion have a significant negative effect on assortment
attractiveness (−0.284, po0.01; −0.625, po0.01) and repatronage intention (−0.404, po0.01;
−0.625, po0.01). The reduced salience of manufacturer brands in the assortment limits their
signalling effect. When only 1/3 of the brands are manufacturer brands and the store brand
dominates the assortment, consumers exhibit significantly lower assortment perception and
repatronage intention. This is consistent with the findings of previous research that
manufacturer brands are important for forming category-level assortment perception due to
stronger brand familiarity (e.g. Ngobo, 2011; Steenkamp et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2010).

To test H2 and H3, we conducted the mediation analyses proposed by Zhao et al. (2010)
using a bootstrapping procedure (Hayes and Preacher, 2014). As we demonstrate in the third
and fourth columns in Table III, both low and high manufacturer brand erosion significantly
harms consumer perception of assortment quality (−0.511, po0.01; −0.958, po0.01) and
assortment variety (−0.512, po0.01; −0.971, po0.01). In the next step, we include the two
mediators in the regressions to test the mediating effect; the results are presented in the fifth
and sixth columns. Perceived assortment quality and perceived assortment variety have a
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significant positive effect on assortment attractiveness (0.393, po0.01; 0.198, po0.01) and
repatronage intention (0.309, po0.01; 0.163, po0.01). Furthermore, the direct effects of low
or high manufacturer brand erosion on assortment attractiveness become insignificant
(0.018, pW0.10; −0.056, pW0.10) and their effects on repatronage intention become smaller
(−0.163, po0.05; −0.171, po0.10).

We implemented Hayes’s PROCESS macro to test the significance of the mediation effects,
which are deemed statistically different from zero if the 95% confidence interval (CI) does not
straddle zero (Hayes and Preacher, 2014). The analyses were conducted for assortment
attractiveness and repatronage intention, respectively. The results indicate that both perceived
quality and perceived variety mediate the effect of manufacturer brand erosion on assortment
attractiveness (95% CIs: 0.253–1.120; 0.101–0.922) and repatronage intention (95% CIs:
0.201–0.800; 0.099–1.001). These results support H2 and H3. Although many studies have
shown the roles of assortment quality and variety in the retail context (Bauer et al., 2012; Boyd
and Bahn, 2009), we make a novel contribution by showing that manufacturer brand erosion
hinders the signalling efficacy by reducing differential cost and observability.

To test the moderating effect of assortment size, as hypothesised in H4a and H4b, we
include the interactions of low/high manufacturer brand erosion and assortment size. The
results presented in the last two columns of Table III reveal that assortment size attenuates
the negative effect of manufacturer brand erosion (0.292, po0.01; 0.317, po0.01) on
perceived assortment quality and that the attenuation effect is larger for the high (vs low)
erosion condition (0.317W0.292). Nevertheless, assortment size does not moderate the effect of
manufacturer brand erosion on perceived assortment variety. Therefore, H4 is partially
supported. As predicted by differential cost in signalling theory, a large assortment that is
dominated by the store-brand signals that the retailer has developed a strong private brand to
gain a differentiation advantage (Coelho do Vale et al., 2016). Generally, a larger assortment
enables consumers to fulfil their variety-seeking needs more effectively and offers more
flexibility in light of uncertainty about future taste (Chernev and Hamilton, 2009; Gao and
Simonson, 2016). The moderation effect of assortment size on the effect of manufacturer brand
erosion sheds light on retailers’ trade-off between reducing assortment for cost efficiency
and enlarging it to signal a high assortment quality.

To summarise, the experimental results pinpoint our main propositions that by stocking
manufacturer brands, retailers send a signal of high quality to the market, which facilitates
consumers’ heuristic processing in forming their category assortment perception. Thus,
removing manufacturer brands from the category assortment dampens consumers’
assortment perception and decreases assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention.
Such detrimental effects of manufacturer brand erosion can be attributed to reduced
perceived assortment quality and perceived assortment variety. These findings are in line
with previous work showing that store brands lead to lower perceptions of quality
(Steenkamp et al., 2010) and degrade the general perception of the quality and symbolic
benefits of a retailer’s offerings (Geyskens and Steenkamp, 2014). Manufacturer brand
erosion also limits consumers’ desired choice flexibility and reduces assortment variety
perception (Bauer et al., 2012). In addition, we find that larger assortments are a boundary
condition for retailers to counteract the negative effect of manufacturer brand erosion.

4. Discussion, implications and future research
4.1 Discussion
Detrimental effect of manufacturer brand erosion. This study demonstrates the sheer impact
of manufacturer brand erosion on the grocery assortment perception of consumers, their
repatronage behaviour and the process by which this evaluative judgement takes place. We
show that manufacturer brand erosion in a grocery product category significantly decreases
consumers’ perceived assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention. These findings
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are in accord with many studies that find that manufacturer brands remain important for
forming category-level assortment perception due to stronger brand familiarity (e.g. Ngobo,
2011; Steenkamp et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2010). Nevertheless, we contribute to the literature
by showing that, due to the signalling of manufacturer brands, assortment perception
suffers because of manufacturer brand erosion.

Mediation effect of perceived assortment quality and variety. We further reveal that when
manufacturer brands are reduced or totally removed from the assortment, consumers
perceive a grocery product category to have considerably lower quality, less variety and to
be less attractive and consequently they are less willing to revisit the store. Although many
studies have shown the roles of assortment quality and variety in a retail context (Bauer
et al., 2012; Boyd and Bahn, 2009), the signalling perspective is innovative because it posits
that manufacturer brand erosion reduces the signalling efficacy of the differential cost and
observability of manufacturer brands as signals.

Moderating effect of assortment size. The notable interaction effect of the two important
assortment attributes (size and composition) identified in this study speaks to the dilemma
of store-brand popularity and manufacturer brand dominance in assortment management.
Our results suggest that a strong store brand with a sufficiently large assortment can signal
assortment quality and thus achieve a differentiation advantage. This also clarifies retailers’
trade-off between reducing assortment for cost efficiency and enlarging it to signal high
assortment quality. The effect of different interactions of assortment attributes on consumer
decisions has been investigated in the previous literature, such as composition and
price (Lourenço and Gijsbrechts, 2013), variety and structure (Kahn and Wansink, 2004),
and size and situation factors (Mathmann et al., 2017; Gao and Simonson, 2016). Our
research enriches the current understanding of assortment management.

4.2 Managerial implications
Our findings underscore the threat of manufacturer brand erosion to the customer retention
and long-term profitability strategies of supermarket retailers, and have wide-reaching
implications for practitioners and researchers. Based on the proposed signalling framework,
this paper provides valuable insights for grocery industry stakeholders and marketing
researchers. The increasing introduction of store brands to product-category assortments, at
the expense of manufacturer-supplied brands, has been the product of a shift in strategy
towards multi-tiering (Geyskens et al., 2010). Our findings indicate that there is a ceiling to the
benefits of the proliferation of store brands, implying that the dominance of manufacturer
brands is salient in informing consumers of assortment quality and variety. Our research
speaks to the ongoing debating in retailing assortment management literature (Ngobo, 2011;
Olbrich et al., 2017; Rossi et al., 2015), and particularly sheds lights on the effects of leveraging
store brands and delisting manufacturer brands. The detrimental impact of manufacturer
brand erosion has been attributed to the reduced signalling efficacy of manufacturer brands.
Due to continuous investment in manufacturing and marketing efforts, manufacturer brands
are positioned as premium products (Liu et al., 2018; Geyskens and Steenkamp, 2014).

Moreover, the positive moderating effect of assortment size has important practical
consequences for retailers’ marketing strategies and assortment management. Retailers can
embrace the popularity of the store brand to increase their market power by widening the
product portfolio, as long as they keep reputable manufacturer brands dominant in
assortments. The significant moderation effect of assortment size also clarifies retailers’
trade-off between reducing assortment for cost efficiency and enlarging it to signal high
assortment quality. When retailers decide to build strong store brands by operating a large
product portfolio, removing manufacturer brands from shelf space may not necessarily
have a negative effect on consumers’ assortment perceptions.
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4.3 Theoretical implications
Consumer perceptions of retailing assortment management, and particularly the most
important assortment decisions in terms of assortment compositions, size and depth, pricing
and presentation, has been extensively researched. However, few studies have explicitly
investigated the effect of manufacturer brand erosion on consumers’ assortment
perceptions. This omission contrasts with media reports indicating that manufacturer
brand erosion in supermarkets is causing discontent among supermarket shoppers (Dalley
and Sheftalovich, 2012; Greenblat, 2011). To remedy this academic oversight, this study
proposes a signalling framework to enrich our understanding of the effects of manufacturer
brand erosion. Many signals have been examined in the marketing context, such as brands
(Fischer et al., 2010; Eckert et al., 2012), price (Dutta, 2012), advertising (Modig et al., 2014)
and warranties (Li et al., 2019), but the signalling effect of manufacturer brands has seldom
been examined in the assortment context. We postulate the salient signalling effect of
manufacturer brands; as a consequence, manufacturer brand erosion deteriorates consumer
assortment perception due to reduced signalling efficacy. To understand the mechanism, we
further highlight that manufacturer brand erosion decreases perceived assortment quality
and variety due to the reduced differential cost and observability of signalling, respectively.

Furthermore, the interaction between two signals (i.e. manufacturer brand erosion and
assortment size) is helpful for understanding marketing signals. By combining two types of
signals that involve incurring additional upfront costs and risking future revenues, a firm
increases the credibility of its signalling to consumers (Basuroy et al., 2006). Currently, there
is little research that explicitly examines signal interaction. For instance, Basuroy et al.
(2006) reveal a positive interaction between movie sequels and advertising spending. In our
context, large assortments that are dominated by store brands signal that the retailer has
invested a substantial sunk cost in product line extensions, and that serious quality defects
would risk the retailer’s future revenues. Thus, our findings deepen the theoretical
understanding of how different signals interact in assortment management.

4.4 Limitations and future research
There are several limitations of this study that present opportunities for future research.
First, we focus on perceived assortment attractiveness and repatronage intention as final
dependent variables. While these are important variables with links to actual shopping
behaviour, further research should be conducted to test for a direct relationship between
manufacturer brand erosion and consumers’ actual store patronage and repatronage.
Second, we used a hypothetical shopping scenario to implement the study, which differs
from real shopping situations. Future research should conduct field studies to gauge
consumers’ responses to manufacturer brand presence in a real world context. Third, we
only used salad dressing in our study. Future research could enrich the findings of this
study by broadening its scope. Grocery shoppers typically shop within more than one
product category. As such, by exploring the influence of manufacturer brand erosion across
multiple product categories, the generalisability of the present study’s findings can be
enhanced. Given that supermarkets are now stocking an increasing number of non-food
product categories, exploring the transferability of these grocery assortment findings across
alternative supermarket product categories would be a logical and critical extension to this
study. Moreover, extending the research questions to multiple countries and cultures, at
different stages of store-brand penetration, may help to increase the overall validity of the
findings. Additionally, closer inspection of the specific antecedents behind consumer
preferences for manufacturer brand presence in supermarket assortment, which are touched
upon in this research, would provide a more holistic understanding of this study’s findings.

To conclude, this study uncovers the detrimental impacts of manufacturer brand erosion
on supermarket customers’ assortment perception and repatronage intention. By exposing
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this consumer behaviour phenomenon, this study advances practitioner and academic
knowledge. The long-term strategies of grocery retailers and manufacturers will benefit
from more accurate insight into their consumers. This study also advances academic
knowledge of grocery assortment perception and supermarket store branding, providing
opportunities for further research efforts. As the supermarket industry becomes
increasingly complex and competitive, such research will provide essential guidance for
the multitude of stakeholders involved in “everyday” grocery shopping.
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